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Life Progressions 

 

We are born into an existing progression of change, through which we evolve and grow 
during our lifetime. Being conscious of our position in this succession of change helps us more 
clearly define and understand ourselves. An awareness of our current life situation relative to a 
larger, evolving chain of events helps us negotiate the challenges that confront us in our daily 
lives. 

This Life Progression report (based on the technique of Secondary progressions) describes 
experiences and understandings relative to particular aspects, thus depicting the effect of these 
planetary aspects on an individual. The report covers a period of at least one year. The time 
period covered by the text varies according to the nature of the astrological event associated with 
each paragraph. A paragraph referring to a progressed Moon will cover a much shorter period 
than one referring to the zodiacal sign on a progressed house cusp.This report is intended to 
enhance the natal chart, not to replace it.  The two go hand-in-hand. The progressed chart brings 
to fruition the promises of the natal chart. 

 

 
Ellen DeGeneres Progressed Chart
Jan 26, 1958 Oct 30, 2007
03:30:00 AM CST  +06:00 00:00:00 AM PST  +08:00
Metairie, LA         Los Angeles, CA     
090W09'10"  29N59'02" 118W14'34"  34N03'08"
Placidus House System Placidus House System
 Secondary Progression (Solar Arc MC) 

 
Planet Position H Cusp Planet Position H Cusp 
Sun 05°Aq56' 0 14°Sg55' Sun 26°Pi03' 0 29°Sg02'
Moon 17°Ar25' 0 16°Cp56' Moon 20°Aq29' 0 04°Aq37'
Mercury 13°Cp56' 0 22°Aq24' Mercury 08°Ar32' 0 13°Pi10' 
Venus 09°Aq54' 0 27°Pi18' Venus 12°Aq12' 0 17°Ar20'
Mars 24°Sg02' 0 27°Ar26' Mars 29°Cp54' 0 14°Ta40'
Jupiter 01°Sc02' 0 22°Ta33' Jupiter 00°Sc20' 0 07°Ge27'
Saturn 22°Sg07' 0 14°Ge55' Saturn 25°Sg25' 0 29°Ge02'
Uranus 09°Le47' 0 16°Ca56' Uranus 07°Le54' 0 04°Le37'
Neptune 04°Sc45' 0 22°Le24' Neptune 04°Sc21' 0 13°Vi10'
Pluto 01°Vi41' 1 27°Vi18' Pluto 00°Vi28' 1 17°Li20' 
Midheaven 27°Vi18' 1 27°Li26' Midheaven 17°Li20' 1 14°Sc40'
Ascendant 14°Sg55' 1 22°Sc33' Ascendant 29°Sg02' 1 07°Sg27'
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Progressions for Ellen DeGeneres 

 
Symbol for Progressed Sun on Jan 1, 2007 at 26° Pisces  

A new moon, just visible at sundown, to the lovers is romantic only, but to the philosopher it 
speaks of eternity. AGITATION 

 
Progressed Positions for the Year 2007 

Mont Moon H Sun Mercur Venus Ascend MidHv
Jan 10°Aq2 0 25°Pi13' 06°Ar5 11°Aq3 28°Sg2 16°Li31
Feb 11°Aq2 0 25°Pi19' 07°Ar0 11°Aq3 28°Sg2 16°Li36
Mar 12°Aq2 0 25°Pi23' 07°Ar1 11°Aq4 28°Sg2 16°Li40
Apr 13°Aq2 0 25°Pi28' 07°Ar2 11°Aq4 28°Sg3 16°Li45
May 14°Aq2 0 25°Pi33' 07°Ar3 11°Aq5 28°Sg3 16°Li50
Jun 15°Aq2 0 25°Pi38' 07°Ar4 11°Aq5 28°Sg4 16°Li55
 Jul 16°Aq2 0 25°Pi43' 07°Ar5 11°Aq5 28°Sg4 17°Li00
Aug 17°Aq3 0 25°Pi48' 08°Ar0 12°Aq0 28°Sg4 17°Li05
Sep 18°Aq3 0 25°Pi53' 08°Ar1 12°Aq0 28°Sg5 17°Li10
Oct 19°Aq3 0 25°Pi58' 08°Ar2 12°Aq0 28°Sg5 17°Li15
Nov 20°Aq3 0 26°Pi03' 08°Ar3 12°Aq1 29°Sg0 17°Li20
Dec 21°Aq3 0 26°Pi08' 08°Ar4 12°Aq1 29°Sg0 17°Li25

 
 

Symbol for Progressed Sun on Jan 1, 2008 at 27° Pisces  

The harvest moon rises superbly in the east, and the light of day is shamed by the colors of an 
autumnal evening. OCCULTATION 

 
Progressed Positions for the Year 2008 

Mont Moon H Sun Mercur Venus Ascend MidHv
Jan 22°Aq3 0 26°Pi13' 08°Ar5 12°Aq2 29°Sg1 17°Li30
Feb 23°Aq3 0 26°Pi18' 09°Ar0 12°Aq2 29°Sg1 17°Li36
Mar 24°Aq3 0 26°Pi23' 09°Ar0 12°Aq2 29°Sg1 17°Li40
Apr 25°Aq3 0 26°Pi28' 09°Ar1 12°Aq3 29°Sg2 17°Li45
May 26°Aq3 0 26°Pi33' 09°Ar2 12°Aq3 29°Sg2 17°Li50
Jun 27°Aq3 0 26°Pi38' 09°Ar3 12°Aq3 29°Sg3 17°Li55
Jul 28°Aq3 0 26°Pi43' 09°Ar4 12°Aq4 29°Sg3 18°Li00
Aug 29°Aq3 0 26°Pi48' 09°Ar5 12°Aq4 29°Sg4 18°Li05
Sep 00°Pi35' 0 26°Pi53' 10°Ar0 12°Aq5 29°Sg4 18°Li10
Oct 01°Pi34' 0 26°Pi58' 10°Ar1 12°Aq5 29°Sg4 18°Li15
Nov 02°Pi35' 0 27°Pi03' 10°Ar2 12°Aq5 29°Sg5 18°Li20
Dec 03°Pi34' 0 27°Pi08' 10°Ar3 13°Aq0 29°Sg5 18°Li25



 

 

Report for Ellen DeGeneres 
Your Life Progressions for Oct 30, 2007 

 
Sagittarius on the First Cusp  

Others in your immediate circle are finding you easier to communicate with as your deep 
moods of intensity lessen. You are gradually becoming more free-spirited and open in your 
attitude. A former preoccupation, possibly with sex, may give way to new interests. Sports, 
education, or travel dominates your attention or soon will. Your new gregarious nature will draw 
more friends into your life. Many will be of different backgrounds, race, or nationalities. 
Enhancing future goals may instigate a closer look at changing vocational interests. The printing 
or publishing industry or large-scale communications may hold an interest. The airlines, travel 
agencies, or computers are another outlet. In-laws, foreigners, individuals residing in distant 
cities, law-enforcement agencies and legal or religious matters may play an active role in the 
near future. Guard the hip area against possible injury to muscles or joints. The condition of your 
progressed ascendant ruler, Jupiter, can provide additional insight into new circumstances and 
motivational influences touching your life at this time. 

Mars in  Capricorn 

As Mars progresses into Capricorn, you will find yourself becoming more organized and 
your self-reliance steadily improving. There is less scattering of forces and a more serious intent 
to promote yourself through quick grasping of opportunities. You are likely to weigh your 
actions and words more carefully than in the past. At this point in your life, it appears that you 
don't want to jeopardize a secure position or possible advancement to positions of authority. This 
is an excellent placement for those seeking a position with the city government (as with the 
police or fire department) or in politics. The men who touch upon your life at this time will 
probably be older or mature in actions, of a Capricorn coloring, executives, from the past, or on 
the city payroll.  

Mars in the  First House 

You're on a roll, with loads of energy to spare. You're feeling aggressive, independent, and 
eager to begin new projects. Just pace yourself a bit, so you don't antagonize others with abrupt 
and impulsive actions. There is initiative, with personal involvement in new ventures or 
undertakings. You are striving for independence and freedom of movement in everyday affairs. 
New ideas that offer exciting challenges appeal to you now. This placement reacts strongly on a 
personal level, where one is forced to take the lead in certain situations or activities. You may 
experience a noticeable lack of cooperation from others. Learn to handle tasks and arrive at 
decisions on your own. Exercise patience in driving, daily activities, and contact with others, as 
this planet can arouse the tendency toward carelessness, argumentativeness, and disputes. It is 
also associated with cuts, bruises, burns, migraine headaches, and accidents.  



Mars Semisquare Ascendant (Prg-Nat) Nov 10, 2007 

Overly aggressive and assertive actions can lead to quarrels and conflicts in personal 
relationships and in dealings with the general public. This attitude can make you unpopular and 
as a result, you may retaliate through hurtful anger. This vicious circle can be eliminated by 
curbing impulsive tendencies. You can be accident prone, so use care while driving and handling 
machinery or sharp tools. Seek medical assistance when fevers, infections, or inflammatory 
conditions occur.  

Mars Square Jupiter (Prg-Prg) May 12, 2008 

You are terribly ambitious and anxious to succeed in some new challenging and personal 
endeavor. In your haste to get matters underway, impulsive and hasty actions may take 
precedence. Without proper forethought, you can easily overextend yourself financially or 
plunge into unwise business ventures. This is not the time to tackle legal, in-law, or religious 
conflicts or to enter into disputes involving sex or race discrimination. Travel or pleasurable trips 
can be a source of financial drain through extravagant tendencies.  

Mars Quincuncx Pluto (Prg-Prg) Aug  5, 2008 

You may feel a struggling conflict when trying to control the intense energy that rages 
within. You will have to guard against rash and hasty decisions or actions that can draw you into 
dangerous or violent situations. There appears to be a power struggle in which controlling 
(dictatorial) urges prevail. This may be initiated toward the sexual partner through acts of 
jealousy and possessiveness. Difficulties may arise through the handling of insurance 
settlements, income tax returns, alimony payments, and workers' compensation. Be selective of 
your sex partners, or use precautionary methods to avoid the possibility of a social disease. There 
may be loss or separation of a close attachment or family member. Women should be wary of 
men who display a hot temper and jealous (possessive) tendencies. It will be extremely difficult 
to break off this relationship once it takes a firm hold.  

Aquarius on the Second Cusp  

Your goals and aspirations are presently centered around money. It appears rather difficult to 
maintain a steady income. There will be periods where money comes in steadily, then suddenly 
there is a reversal and it goes out just as fast. You are quite inventive and often discover short 
cuts that make your vocational tasks easier and faster to accomplish. Your boss will notice and 
be interested in your technique. Don't share this knowledge without due monetary compensation. 
You can be too giving in this respect. Choose your friends wisely, and select constructive 
associations who can react favorably on personal money matters. 

Moon in  Aquarius 

You may find yourself expressing deep concern for other people's problems and a readiness 
to assist them, if necessary. Your understanding and sympathetic nature has a humanitarian 
overtone. There is an eagerness to develop new friendships and participate in group-related 
activities. You may decide at this time to start or join an organization. You may feel there is a 
need for new outlets in your life or a complete change of direction -- a surge of personal 
independence to do something unique and different. If your activities have been suppressed or 
restricted, you may have to guard against going to the extreme and seeking the unconventional, 



perhaps later regretting this break from concrete ties. It will be difficult to maintain a normal, 
routine existence for many unexpected events and happenings will break up the usual pattern of 
your life. Friends, daughter- or son-in-laws, and other people's children will either assist you or 
create emotional disturbances.  The most vulnerable health areas are the circulatory system and 
muscle spasm in the calf. Note the house position of your progressed Moon to determine the area 
of life in which the element of the unexpected is likely to occur. 

Moon in the  Second House 

Personal finances and movable possessions play an important role in the scheme of daily 
activities. The purchase of major items must be weighed against affordability. You may be 
forced to view your finances with an objective outlook. Determine where and how to increase 
personal savings and, at the same time, alter poor spending habits. This can be an emotional 
period in connection with monetary affairs. You may feel a threatening loss of security when 
finances fluctuate and bills are overdue. The motivational influences most likely to reflect on 
finances are revealed by the sign position of your progressed Moon. 

Moon Conjunction Venus (Prg-Prg) Feb  7, 2007 

This should be a pleasurable three-month period in which everything goes well. You may be 
feeling rather content, peaceful, and happy. Social affairs are activated with baby showers, 
weddings, the theater, or just dining out with close friends. Your emotions and feelings are 
aroused and eager for new and lasting attachments. Opportunities are favored for meeting 
someone special, getting engaged, married, or receiving gifts and invitations. This type of energy 
is especially helpful for those in the mood for interior decorating, entertaining, having their hair 
styled, or purchasing new clothes. A fairly good period for finances, investments, and purchases 
in general.  

Moon Sesquiquadrate Midheaven (Prg-Nat) Feb 26, 2007 

There is a possibility of undesirable changes in the domestic circle or through one's career. 
Emotional instability can push you into seeking an ultimatum from those you love the most. A 
new boss with whom you do not get along can cause emotional upsets. Affairs of grandparents or 
a parent may require your personal attention and concern. You may find yourself being drawn 
into the unpleasant task of resolving a family crisis. Parents can be quite demanding of your time 
and attention during this trend. 

Moon Semisquare Ascendant (Prg-Prg) Apr  4, 2007 

Emotional and domestic difficulties, especially where women are concerned. They are likely 
to be a source of irritation or interference with personal plans. This could result in a break-up of 
close emotional ties -- perhaps a separation from a loved one or parent. If running for public 
office, it would be wise to seek the counsel of someone experienced in public relations. Your 
own image will not project as well as you would prefer. A PR person can help to smooth the 
rough edges. 

Moon Sextile Ascendant (Prg-Nat) May 15, 2007 

Emotional stability and good judgment can open the door to new opportunities for 
advancement. Seek positive changes in all directions of life, whether vocational, domestic, or 



personal. You exude great rapport at this time. Social contacts with women, and the general 
public, can produce beneficial results. Family matters should be on even keel, with a general 
feeling of contentment. 

Moon Trine Midheaven (Prg-Prg) Jul 19, 2007 

This is a three-month period in which one should take advantage of all opportunities for 
advancement and positive career changes. You have great rapport with bosses, those in authority, 
and the general public. This is a good time to contact those who can help you rise to a higher 
social status. You may receive an award or recognition for a personal achievement, possibly get 
your name or photo in the local newspaper, or appear on television or radio. 

Moon Sextile Moon (Prg-Nat) Jul 29, 2007 

Beneficial changes of minor consequences should make for an interesting period. This is a 
good time to seek occupational changes, make new friends, travel, move, or purchase real estate. 
Women, in particular and people in general will sense your emotional sensitivity and possibly be 
of beneficial assistance in personal or business interests.  

Moon Sextile Saturn (Prg-Nat) Dec 19, 2007 

Personal affairs appear to be more secured and stable than they have in the past. You are 
developing a thoughtful, considerate, sincere, and persevering attitude. Those in authority may 
recognize your earnest persistence and decide to advance you to a position of authority. Make the 
most of this trend and be ready to accept added responsibilities that promise worthwhile 
accomplishments and long-range benefits. New friends that enter your life during these three 
months are likely to be faithful, loyal, and possibly of benefit. 

Moon Sextile Mars (Prg-Nat) Feb 14, 2008 

There is likely to be a noticeable increase of energy flow and activity into your life during the 
next three months. This is a good time to accept new and challenging ventures that you would 
not have considered in the past. Take advantage of your good health and increased vitality. Make 
positive changes in your personal affairs. You can advance through the application of your own 
merits and efforts during this trend.  

Moon Semisquare Mercury (Prg-Prg) Feb 16, 2008 

Your mind is not as alert as it should be, nor are you thinking in logical terms. Give careful 
consideration to what you say or put in writing. Faulty judgment can place you under heavy 
burdens or obligations, so it is best to sign nothing of importance during these three months. 
Avoid possible disputes or misunderstandings with relatives. It may be unwise to travel or 
consider the purchase of a car. In general terms, you should ignore idle gossip, confide in no one, 
and be your own counsel.  

Moon Sextile Saturn (Prg-Prg) Mar 28, 2008 

Personal affairs appear to be more secured and stable than they have in the past. You are 
developing a thoughtful, considerate, sincere, and persevering attitude. Those in authority may 
recognize your earnest persistence and decide to advance you to a position of authority. Make the 
most of this trend and be ready to accept added responsibilities that promise worthwhile 



accomplishments and long-range benefits. New friends that enter your life during these three 
months are likely to be faithful, loyal, and possibly of benefit. 

Moon Semisquare Mercury (Prg-Nat) Jul 12, 2008 

Your mind is not as alert as it should be, nor are you thinking in logical terms. Give careful 
consideration to what you say or put in writing. Faulty judgment can place you under heavy 
burdens or obligations, so it is best to sign nothing of importance during these three months. 
Avoid possible disputes or misunderstandings with relatives. It may be unwise to travel or 
consider the purchase of a car. In general terms, you should ignore idle gossip, confide in no one, 
and be your own counsel.  

Moon Sextile Ascendant (Prg-Prg) Aug  4, 2008 

Emotional stability and good judgment can open the door to new opportunities for 
advancement. Seek positive changes in all directions of life, whether vocational, domestic, or 
personal. You exude great rapport at this time. Social contacts with women, and the general 
public, can produce beneficial results. Family matters should be on even keel, with a general 
feeling of contentment. 

Moon Trine Jupiter (Prg-Prg) Aug 22, 2008 

One of the most opportune periods for financial, business, and social affairs. Use a positive 
and constructive approach with this trend, commencing all new undertakings that promise good 
fortune and opportunities. Do all you can to improve personal conditions. This can be a 
milestone in which goals and objectives take new and favorable directions. This is a good time to 
speculate, invest, and make beneficial contacts or ties. Consider new educational pursuits or 
make travel plans. 

Moon Opposition Pluto (Prg-Prg) Aug 28, 2008 

Emotional outbursts may be unleashed against those whom you feel are trying either to 
dominate you or to create changes that are upsetting to your environment. Although these 
changes may be necessary in the scheme of things, you may find it difficult adjusting to them. 
The altering of these conditions may result in separation from loved ones, and finding it hard to 
let go. It may be parents moving to a distant city, a child getting married, loss of an older 
member of the family, or a divorce. Whatever the circumstances, your domestic and emotional 
feelings will undergo an intense change. 

Moon Trine Jupiter (Prg-Nat) Sep 14, 2008 

One of the most opportune periods for financial, business, and social affairs. Use a positive 
and constructive approach with this trend, commencing all new undertakings that promise good 
fortune and opportunities. Do all you can to improve personal conditions. This can be a 
milestone in which goals and objectives take new and favorable directions. This is a good time to 
speculate, invest, and make beneficial contacts or ties. Consider new educational pursuits or 
make travel plans. 

Moon Opposition Pluto (Prg-Nat) Oct  4, 2008 

Emotional outbursts may be unleashed against those whom you feel are trying either to 



dominate you or to create changes that are upsetting to your environment. Although these 
changes may be necessary in the scheme of things, you may find it difficult adjusting to them. 
The altering of these conditions may result in separation from loved ones, and finding it hard to 
let go. It may be parents moving to a distant city, a child getting married, loss of an older 
member of the family, or a divorce. Whatever the circumstances, your domestic and emotional 
feelings will undergo an intense change. 

Moon Semisquare Moon (Prg-Nat) Oct 26, 2008 

Take time out for frequent rest periods or brief naps as your vitality and energy level are 
rather low. The next three months are not the best time to seek favors from women in general. 
Emotional instability may cause one to over-react to minor, yet critical statements made by 
others. Family members may not be as cooperative as you would like. It is an emotionally trying 
time, in which you should seek quiet periods of isolation, and avoid public contacts for a while.  

Moon Sesquiquadrate Midheaven (Prg-Prg) Nov 26, 2008 

There is a possibility of undesirable changes in the domestic circle or through one's career. 
Emotional instability can push you into seeking an ultimatum from those you love the most. A 
new boss with whom you do not get along can cause emotional upsets. Affairs of grandparents or 
a parent may require your personal attention and concern. You may find yourself being drawn 
into the unpleasant task of resolving a family crisis. Parents can be quite demanding of your time 
and attention during this trend. 

Moon Trine Neptune (Prg-Prg) Dec 24, 2008 

Your psychic ability may be favorably attuned to positive and accurate impressions. Unusual 
interests may draw you into studying psychic awareness, yoga, mind control, ESP, psychology, 
or photography. New individuals may enter your life who possess a sensitive, caring nature. 

Venus in the  Second House 

You may find yourself in a position in which there is a blending of the financial with social 
or public affairs. Diplomacy, correctness in manner, finesse, and charm will be a big plus in 
aiding financial gains, especially in areas requiring public contact. Although you like the good 
things of life and may spend quite a bit on clothes, furniture, and entertainment, your innate 
sense of security will not permit you to go overboard to the point of extravagance. You will have 
the ability to build up financial reserves and resources, for this placement can bring a good deal 
of success in all monetary pursuits. Women and partnerships provide the backdrop for monetary 
gains or losses.  

Venus Sesquiquadrate Midheaven (Prg-Nat) Dec 15, 2007 

Feelings and emotions are apt to undergo a good deal of stress. There could be difficulties in 
domestic affairs, romance, marital, or business partnerships. Progress in business or career 
matters is limited and often accompanied with financial difficulties. The affairs or health 
problems of a parent may be cause for concern. Hurt feelings, disappointments, or broken 
attachments may occur with female friends or close associations.  

Pisces on the Third Cusp  



You are highly emotional and imaginative in your thoughts and communications. There is 
strength in your psychic and intuitive ability, but they can prove unreliable at times. Your mind 
works best when you are alone without a lot of confusion or noise to disturb your train of 
thought. People will sense your sympathetic nature and bend your ear with their innermost 
secrets. This can prove emotionally and mentally draining if it is permitted to get out of hand. 
Your temperament is conditioned by your environment. Arguments and discord in your 
surroundings easily upset your nervous system. If you feel the need to escape from the harshness 
and reality of life, take up the study of yoga, music or dancing lessons, art, or other forms of 
creative expressions. This sign is associated with mental, emotional, or physical problems 
surrounding the affairs of a brother or sister. During this trend it is possible one may be 
hospitalized or have an illness that is correctable through  medication. 

Sun in  Pisces 

The psychological changes of your character, due to the progression of Sun in Pisces, are 
very pronounced. Your  nature is slowly turning inward, becoming more sensitive, emotional, 
sentimental, and impressionable. Your interest in new friendships and organizational activities 
will lessen as the desire for isolation and solitude increases. The tendency is toward secrecy and 
the probability of leading a double life. New occupational interests may involve chemicals, 
paints, security police, hospitals, institutions,  or bars. Being too trusting at this time may incur 
serious repercussions. False friends and secret enemies can create unforeseen problems. 
Individuals with clairvoyance or mediumship ability may enter your life. Relationships with men 
can vary from one extreme to another. Some may be sensitive, caring, sympathetic, and artistic, 
while others can be deceptive and perhaps too much under the influence of drugs or alcohol.  

Sun in the  Third House 

You are resourceful, creative, and magnanimous. At times you can be quite theatrical or 
dramatic in your presentations, enjoying the attention it creates. There is increased ambition for 
success and recognition of your mental qualifications. The ability to express and communicate 
your ideas is extremely important to you at this time. You are eager to investigate new things, 
whether scientific or technical. A sense of inner pride may urge you to attain more knowledge to 
achieve distinction through intellectual accomplishments. Frequent short trips may be possible 
during this trend. Activities with close relatives and siblings are enhanced.  

Sun Square Saturn (Prg-Prg) Mar  6, 2007 

This a difficult and trying three-year trend in which the vitality and energy level are lower 
than usual. You will have to safeguard your health by taking necessary precautions. Get flu 
shots, if possible, and protect yourself against colds which are likely to linger on. You will have 
to maintain a positive outlook on life to avoid bouts of mental depression that may occur from 
time to time. If you feel a lack of interest in social affairs, then use that extra time wisely. Decide 
what it is that you always wanted to accomplish but never had the time. Then organize your life 
in a constructive manner around this project and work diligently until it's completed. You will 
triumphantly emerge from this difficult influence, with a profound project that would not have 
been possible before. Be realistic in your goals, and accept the fact that progress in personal and 
business affairs will be confronted by hindrances and delays. There may be a possible loss of 
friends or someone in the domestic circle.  



Mercury in  Aries 

As Mercury progresses into the positive sign of Aries, you are becoming more expressive 
and assertive in your manner of speaking. You are more independent and courageous in your  
opinions and in making decisions. There is increased  originality in thought, ideas, and 
intellectual adventures. There may be a strong desire for personal freedom and action, inspiring 
an interest in driving lessons and having your own car. Be careful of hasty or impulsive decisions 
that may be cause for regret later. Try to avoid possible disputes that may arise through siblings.  

Mercury in the  Third House 

You have a quick and perceptive mentality that makes it easier to express your thoughts and 
ideas in speech, conversation, and the written word. You are an excellent transmitter of 
knowledge, for you love to exchange ideas and views on various subjects. For this reason, you 
would make a good instructor, lecturer, writer, or telephone operator. You may also have the 
ability for manual dexterity, enabling you to tackle two jobs at one time. On various occasions 
you will find that short distance travels, the telephone, and mounds of paper work will dominate 
much of your free time. One's mental attitude plays a major role in maintaining good health, so 
always keep a positive outlook. Don't fuss and worry so much about insignificant matters. 
Expect a busy time with brothers, sisters, neighbors, and community affairs.  

Mercury Trine Uranus (Prg-Prg) Jul  3, 2007 

Your mind is leaning toward original, unique, and inventive ideas that may instill an interest 
in the occult studies of mind control, metaphysics, ESP, or astrology. You may travel with 
friends or groups of people to attend seminars, conventions, and lectures, or share your 
knowledge with others. This is a good time for purchasing computers, video equipment, tape 
recorders, television, CBs, and other electronic gadgets. It is possible that you may be elected to 
an officer's position with an organization, and keep books thereof. You may form a close 
attachment that will in some way be of unique benefit. Unexpected travels or visits are likely in 
connection with brothers, sisters, and other close relatives.  

Mercury Trine Uranus (Prg-Nat) Jul  1, 2008 

Your mind is leaning toward original, unique, and inventive ideas that may instill an interest 
in the occult studies of mind control, metaphysics, ESP, or astrology. You may travel with 
friends or groups of people to attend seminars, conventions, and lectures, or share your 
knowledge with others. This is a good time for purchasing computers, video equipment, tape 
recorders, television, CBs, and other electronic gadgets. It is possible that you may be elected to 
an officer's position with an organization, and keep books thereof. You may form a close 
attachment that will in some way be of unique benefit. Unexpected travels or visits are likely in 
connection with brothers, sisters, and other close relatives.  

Mercury Sextile Venus (Prg-Nat) Jul 24, 2008 

You should be in a pleasant and happy frame of mind. This influence activates social affairs, 
wedding invitations, and birth announcements within the family circle. Pleasant changes in 
personal affairs may include pleasurable short trips. You can effectively combine social and 
business travels. This is an excellent trend for public relations work, promotional advertising, or 
dealing with the general public. At times you may be called upon to attend social functions in 



connection with your business or career. Women and female relatives can be of beneficial 
assistance, either directly or indirectly.  

Aries on the Fourth Cusp  

Circumstances are likely to occur in which you will have to take the lead in family matters 
and decisions. You (rather than your partner) are more apt to take personal control over the home 
base. During this trend, there may be tireless creative energy in the fixing, painting, and keeping 
of the home in excellent condition. Arguments can occur due to the bossy attitude of one 
member of the family. The sharing of a residence with the opposite sex is possible. This sign is 
associated with accidents or fires in the home, and surgery to one of the parents. 

Taurus on the Fifth Cusp  

It is possible you have a creative hobby that can be turned into a real moneymaker -- whether 
it is miniature doll house building, hair styling, giving music lessons, or cake decorating. 
Whatever it may be, look to the source for possible additional income. You have strong feelings 
when it comes to romance and are consistent in your affections. You have great pride in your 
child's accomplishments and like to endow them with personal comforts. When it comes to 
sports, you may be more of a watcher than a doer. You may be too cautious for investments. 
Your best bets would be individual retirement accounts, banks, or finance corporations. A child 
or your second oldest sibling may be a source of financial drain or gain. 

Gemini on the Sixth Cusp  

An adjustment will be necessary in your line of work. Situations are changing, or soon will. 
It appears that more paperwork or the introduction of new operational techniques may require 
additional studies. Your mental attitude will play an important role in your job duties, health 
factors, and relationships with co-workers.  

Gemini on the Seventh Cusp  

Intellectual gatherings, lectures, classes, short trips, or the communication field will 
introduce new individuals into your everyday affairs. Your marriage or business partner is 
starting to get restless and desirous of making personal changes. They may enroll in new studies 
or take up a new sport such as golf or racquetball. There is the possibility of joining forces with a 
brother or sister on a mutual venture or enterprise. Weddings of nieces and nephews will 
highlight your social life. 

Leo on the Eighth Cusp  

You give complete love and loyalty to your choice of a sexual and romantic partner. Your 
sense of pride and ego are conditioned by the responses you receive in return. They can be 
dashed to the ground quite easily through rejection or betrayal. You may find yourself in the role 
of lending agent with romantic partners or children. Your generosity is admirable; however, you 
should protect your interests with some sort of legal document. There is a possibility, during this 
trend, of controlling funds of children or providing for their support, as in alimony. 

Uranus in the  Eighth House 

New and revolutionary ideas may create the process of transformation of old projects toward 



the construction of something different. Many upheavals and drastic changes are to be expected 
in connection with joint finances. There may be sudden and unexpected gains or losses through 
your spouse, business partner, or associates connected with mutual funds. Repairs for computers, 
machinery, electrical appliances, or auto parts occur at the most inopportune time financially. 
Clubs and organizations that require long-term payments for membership should be given careful 
consideration. This placement is associated with unusual psychic phenomena, dreams, or astral 
experiences.  

Pluto in the  Eighth House 

You have the willpower to obtain above-average achievements through sheer tenacity and 
fortitude. Circumstances in life will call for a readjustment of finances due to an altering 
condition affecting joint monetary issues. These changes are most likely to come from your 
marriage, business partner, or others with whom mutual funds are shared. You are likely to 
devote more time and energy garnering knowledge into the deep and hidden intricacies of 
investment programs. This is an excellent time to seek the assistance of a financial advisor to 
obtain the best protection for savings where income tax may be deferred. Bring your wills and 
insurance policies up to date. Insurance, social security, retirement, alimony, inheritance, 
unemployment, workers' compensation, and investments will play a major role during this span 
of life. A personal experience may change and alter your entire sexual attitude.  

Virgo on the Ninth Cusp  

Travel, for you, means getting away from it all -- going somewhere that is peaceful and quiet, 
where you can hear the sounds of rippling waters and chirping birds, where your nervous system 
gets a chance to relax. If you are thinking of returning to school, the medical field would be an 
excellent choice. Bookkeeping, CPA, or drafting would be other good choices. Should legal 
action arise, it may involve a health hazard in your working conditions or possible job 
discrimination. 

Libra on the Tenth Cusp  

You'll find it difficult to motivate yourself; therefore, a partner would be a good idea should 
you decide to go into business. In all likelihood, a woman will play a significant role in 
vocational assistance. There is a fine line between war and peace -- when you are certain an 
authoritative figure is not giving you a fair shake, you can drop your diplomatic manner and 
reveal a nasty bit of temper. In all probability, you may join forces or collaborate on a business 
project with a parent of your marriage partner. 

Jupiter in the  Tenth House 

You are developing tremendous self-confidence, with public recognition as your main 
objective. Many opportunities for advancement may come your way from a sheer stroke of luck.  
You may have to play the role of instructor, perhaps through  your career duties as a speaker at 
conventions, or by assisting others in learning certain facets of their jobs. Company relocation, 
travel, foreigners, publications, or religious-affiliated individuals may play an important role in 
connection with your career. Your place of employment or your boss may be concerned with 
legal complications that may hinder business trade. Your parents may either move to a distant 
city or do a considerable amount of traveling -- or they may be harboring the idea.  



Neptune in the  Tenth House 

There is an inclination to waver between materialistic and idealistic trends of your vocation. 
Although you are willing to do more than your share in providing services to those in need, you 
must be adequately compensated to keep from feeling manipulated. On occasion, individuals 
who are emotionally, mentally, or physically handicapped are likely to make demands upon your 
time and emotions. They may try to use you as a "sounding board" for their problems. For this 
reason, you will have to be selective in your choice of companions that you meet during the 
course of your career. An inspirational or intuitive nature may assist in decisive actions, resulting 
in unique achievements and public recognition. Your photo may appear in the local newspaper or 
company newsletter and -- on occasion, without your foreknowledge. Those who have a business 
may change or alter the company name. Or, you may change your own name or adopt a "nom de 
plume." This is an excellent position for detectives, musicians, artists, photographers, dancers, 
nurses, pharmacists, psychologists, and those dealing with liquids or the sea. Be on guard against 
complicated or deceptive situations occurring at your place of employment. This position is 
associated with a parent or boss having an illness that will be difficult to diagnose or that will 
require medication to control.  

Midheaven Semisquare Pluto (Prg-Nat) Mar  3, 2007 

You may experience a professional crisis in which major changes may take you into new and 
undesirable directions -- perhaps the introduction of new methods that you find difficult to cope 
with, or a new demanding boss who insists you do everything his way. A clash of wills and lack 
of harmony in your daily environment is likely to create inner tension and turmoil. This trend 
often coincides with income tax auditing, difficulty in obtaining workers' compensation, mix-ups 
in a bonus or commission checks -- in general, money that is connected with government or 
company payroll. There is the possibility of disputes with a parent or figures of authority, or the 
loss thereof.  

Midheaven Opposition Moon (Prg-Nat) Nov 27, 2007 

There is an emotional pull between family responsibilities and career interests. You may 
have to find a way in which to blend the two areas together. Changes are likely to affect your 
immediate environment, through the possibility of moving or enlargement of your present home. 
Purchase or sale of property may also be given consideration. 

Scorpio on the Eleventh Cusp  

Friends have a way of disappearing. Just when you develop a close relationship with one, 
they move away or are transferred to another state. One particular friend will enter your life who 
will be quite possessive and demanding of your time and energy. Their determination to be a part 
of your social circle will make it difficult to rid yourself of them. You have the ability to sway 
and control masses of people. You will have a daughter- or son-in-law who will be very secretive 
and difficult to communicate with or understand. 

Sagittarius on the Twelfth Cusp  

There is a protective influence that always draws out into the open secrets that prove very 
beneficial in your behalf. Health problems have a way of coming to the fore before reaching the 
crucial point. Physicians are likely to say,"It's a good thing you came in for that check-up when 



you did." Intuition can play an important part in lucky wins. Avoid legal entanglements at all 
costs; there are likely to be hidden influences working against you. This sign is associated with 
hospitals or institutions that are larger than ordinary (such as clinics, medical centers, or those 
affiliated with the government). 

Saturn in the  Twelfth House 

If success appears to elude you, it could be your innate shyness or lack of confidence that is 
holding you back. When these restrictive conditions prevail, apply this time constructively by 
ridding yourself of useless items that are of little value. Then look inwardly and try to discover 
some hidden talent that may best express itself through painstaking efforts and methodical 
application. Perhaps it is deep research or writing of a text that requires complete isolation and 
solitude to complete. You will far surpass your capabilities and even surprise yourself with the 
amount of work you have been able to accomplish. This placement is associated with institutions 
that house older people or with confinements of an older member of the family.  


